MEDIA INFORMATION PACK
THE BUSINESS
Oxley’s furniture is a family business that has been making inspiring outdoor
furniture for nearly 25 years. From their factory in the Cotswolds the company sends
out handmade aluminium furniture to customers all over the world. They specialise
in designs that are classical, traditional and elegant. The Oxley’s collection comprises
10 ranges of dining furniture as well as sofas, lounge chairs, ottomans and loungers.
All furniture coming out of the factory is made to specific order so customers receive
furniture that is unique to them.
THE FURNITURE
What is different about Oxley’s Furniture?
Oxley’s Furniture is cast and fabricated from high-grade aluminium. Items are
finished and coated as one whole piece and are designed to last indefinitely outdoors
whatever the environment.
Where is the furniture made?
All the furniture is fabricated at the Cotswolds factory. From here the castings are
welded together, pre-treated and then the final colour chosen by the customer is
applied.
What materials and techniques do they use?
The furniture is made from aluminium castings welded together to form each
individual item of furniture. The quality of aluminium and finishing process is the key
to the longevity of the furniture. Oxley’s components come from foundries where
only the highest-grade aluminium alloys are used.
How is the furniture finished?
Furniture finishes are high-grade architectural polyester powder paints that are
applied electrostatically and cured in high temperature ovens. Oxley’s specialise in
paint effects that give their elegant designs greater visual depth. All cushion fabrics
used in the upholstery of their furniture is manufactured to last years without losing
its colour and durability in an exterior environment.
How different can each customer order be?
With all the different designs of furniture, a vast array of metal colours available and
cushions made from fabrics which can come from the many different fabric houses, it
is easy to see that each set of furniture leaving the factory is unique.
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FURTHER INFORMATION:
Twitter: @oxleysfurniture
Facebook: Oxley's Furniture
Pintrest: www.pinterest.com/oxleysfurniture
Google+: plus.google.com/Oxleysfurniture

